
 

 

Villa Pandora 

Lindos, Rhodes 

Sleeps x 9 

3 Bedrooms  

3 Bathrooms 

Villa Pandora is a lovely 3 bedroomed traditional house situated in the heart of Lindos just 100 metres 

from the ancient amphitheatre and San Stephanos Square and less than 5 minutes stroll to St Paul's 

Bay.    Opening the large wooden door to Pandora is like opening a secret box as there are so many 

surprises behind each door and archway. 

You enter into a large courtyard with the beautiful chochlaki (mosaic cobbled floor) and a vine 

covered area with outdoor seating.   Through the archway, you will find a further secret garden with 

lounge seats and trees for shade providing the perfect place to retreat with a good book or a gin and 

tonic!  

The large sala on the left is spread over 4 levels with the entrance cobbled area with sofa and coffee 

table and ornate mirror and a small wooden bar type area with a small library. Take a few steps down 

to the lower area with further seating.   There are two typical Lindian platform areas which provide 

sleeping areas if required - one with 3 single beds and one with twin beds up a set up of wooden 

stairs.    

There is a Lindian double bedroom leading off the sala room with its own ensuite bathroom with 

bath, shower and WC and decorated with traditional handpainted tiles and marble.   A second 

bedroom is accessed from other side of the courtyard and also has an ensuite bathroom with shower 

and WC.   There is a third bathroom with shower/wc accessed from the courtyard. The kitchen is fully 

equipped with oven, fridge/freezer, kettle, toaster and coffee machine and everything you need to 

make meals in your private courtyard if required. 

 

The villa can sleep up to 9 people and is a great villa for families and groups sharing.   All the amenities 

of Lindos are literally on your doorstep with all the fabulous beaches, rooftop restaurants, tavernas, 

supermarkets, cocktail bars and bars converted from ancient Captains houses.  

 

Read more at http://www.exclusivelylindos.com/destinations/greece/rhodes/lindos/villa-

pandora.aspx#F8KFhIj2b2U4EO8X.99 
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Private Courtyard 

& Secret Garden 

Fully Fitted 

kitchen 

Air Conditioning 

Wi-Fi 

Central Location 
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